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NZ economy put in strong showing through 
June quarter

We expect the June quarter national accounts, released 
on Thursday, to show the New Zealand economy in good 
shape. After decent, but not spectacular, growth of 0.7% in 
the March quarter, we’re forecasting that quarterly growth 
picked up to 1% in June. This would push annual growth to 
3.5% - the fastest pace since 2014. 

The biggest contribution to quarterly growth is (again) 
expected to come from construction (which is forecast 
to rise by 4.1%), but gains are expected to be relatively 
broad based across sectors. The agricultural sector looks 
to have put in a better showing this quarter, as milk and 
meat production rebounded after a poor start to the year 
(on weather-related concerns). Growth in manufacturing 
production looks to have been strong, and the signs are 
positive on the consumer front, with retail sales recording 
the fastest quarterly growth since 2006. Meanwhile, the 
biggest drag on growth is expected to come from the mining 
sector, as NZ oil production trends down. However, a lack 
of information on oil exploration means this series can be 
notoriously volatile and hard to predict on a quarterly basis. 

If anything, the risks to our forecast for the production 
measure of GDP are skewed to the upside. Indeed, growth 

in the expenditure measure of GDP is expected to print even 
stronger, boosted by a surge in goods export volumes (up 
about 10% in the quarter), although the two measures of 
GDP often diverge on a quarterly basis. 

The surge in goods export volumes also bodes well for the 
current account (released Wednesday), with the annual 
deficit expected to narrow to 2.6% of GDP. Providing more 
persistent support for the current account balance has 
been strength in services exports, led by a boom in tourism. 
The services balance is now about 1.7% of GDP, up from 
only 0.4% two years ago. 

Signs for future growth are positive

Indicators suggest that solid growth can be maintained for 
some time yet, although maybe not at the heady quarterly 
pace expected in Q2. Our Local Knowledge indicator, which 
is a compilation of monthly activity data, showed that 
activity indicators perked up in July after falling back a little 
in the latter part of Q2.¹ This points to a continuation of solid 
growth in Q3, which also lines up with business confidence 
that held steady through July and August after picking up 
through Q2. 

And since then, the fortunes for the dairy sector have 
improved, with global dairy prices rising nearly 30% since 
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Something for everyone
Data on economic activity over the past few months has been positive. This trend didn’t change last 
week, as the final indicators for June quarter GDP – building, manufacturing and wholesale trade surveys 
– showed solid gains in the quarter. And encouraging for growth going forward, dairy prices continued to 
march higher in last week’s auction, to be up nearly 30% from July. Markets have been paying attention 
to these good news stories, pushing the NZ dollar to the highest level since May last year.

¹ http://www.westpac.co.nz/assets/Business/Economic-Updates/2016/Monthly-Files-2016/NZ-Local-Knowledge-6-September-2016.pdf

http://www.westpac.co.nz/assets/Business/Economic-Updates/2016/Monthly-Files-2016/NZ-Local-Knowledge-6-September-2016.pdf
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July, including an 8% rise in last week’s auction (August’s 
business confidence survey will have captured part of the 
August price rise). Fundamentals have (not unexpectedly) 
moved in favour of dairy producers over the past month 
or so, with improved demand coinciding with lower 
milk supply from key global exporters. Most important 
on the supply front has been the drop in European 
milk production. Closer to home, we expect domestic 
production to eventually be down around 3% this season 
(2016/17) off the back of a reduced herd size, and lower 
spending on supplementary feed. However, with farmers 
getting back to basics in an effort to reduce costs, pasture 
conditions (and therefore weather) will be an important 
swing factor for New Zealand production this season. 

We continue to forecast a farm gate milk price of $5 this 
season (Fonterra is now forecasting $4.75). However, this 
view remains contingent on a partial retracement of the 
recent lift we have seen in dairy prices later in the season, 
as we suspect the magnitude of the recent gains have been 
overdone relative to the news on the supply front. However, 
even though an improved milk price compared to the $3.90 
estimate for last season (Fonterra will confirm the payout 
on 22 September) will bolster revenues and confidence in 
the dairy sector, cash flows will remain tight for some time 
yet, keeping a lid on spending.

Markets have been paying attention to these good news 
stories, pushing the NZD/USD higher to just shy of 75 cents. 
The positive news flow in NZ has coincided with a string of 
disappointing data in the US, including on employment and 

services activity, which have seen markets put the idea of 
a US rate hike in September firmly on ice. We still hold the 
view that conditions in the US economy are firm enough for 
a rate hike in December, which should provide some respite 
for the NZD/USD.

That said, one area locally where we could start to see 
some cracks appearing is the housing market, following the 
RBNZ’s announcement in July of tighter lending restrictions. 
We will get an update on how the market fared in August, 
with data from REINZ expected to be released this week. 
We expect a drop in sales and cooling house price inflation 
over the next few months. But it will take time to determine 
if this is any more than a temporary impact, as was the case 
with previous LVR tightenings.

Something for everyone continued
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Production-based GDP growth

For borrowers with a deposit of 20% or more, the best 
value probably lies in the two-year rate or shorter terms. 
Four- and five-year rates seem high relative to where we 
think shorter-term rates are going to go over the next 
four or five years. That said, fixing for a longer term does 
offer the borrower greater stability.

Floating mortgage rates usually work out to be more 
expensive for borrowers than short-term fixed rates, 
such as the six-month rate. However, floating may still be 
the preferred option for those who require flexibility in 
their repayments.

NZ interest rates
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REINZ house prices and sales
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Production-based GDP
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Production-based GDP Consumer Sentiment IndexConsumer Sentiment Index
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Annual current account balance
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NZ Aug REINZ house prices and sales
Sep 12-16 (tbd), Sales last: -5.9%, Prices last: 16.3%yr

 – The REINZ house sales report for August is likely to be released 
early this week. This will be the first hard evidence on the impact 
of the tighter loan-to-value ratio limits that the RBNZ announced in 
late July.

 – Sales had already slowed in recent months, which may have been 
in part due to a lack of listings. The drop in mortgage approvals in 
recent weeks indicates that sales are likely to slow further in the 
near term.

 – House price growth is also likely to cool in the near term, as it did 
after previous loan-to-value restrictions. However, we expect 
the impact on prices will once again be temporary. Homebuyers’ 
willingness to pay rests on factors such as borrowing costs, rental 
yields and tax treatment, none of which are altered by the LVR limits.

Aus Sep Westpac-MI Consumer Sentiment
Sep 14 Last: 101.0

 – The Westpac-Melbourne Institute Consumer Sentiment 
Index rose 2% in Aug from 99.1 in Jul to 101.0. The rise mainly 
reflected a positive response to the RBA's Aug rate cut, albeit a 
more muted one compared to the move in May, which came as 
more of a surprise. Also, whereas the banks cut mortgage rates 
by 0.25% in May, they only reduced them by 0.10-0.14% in Aug; 
however, term deposit rates were increased rather than cut. 

 – The Sep survey is in the field over the week ended Sep 10. The RBA 
left rates on hold at its Sep 6 meeting as widely expected. Other 
factors have been mixed, with equity markets retracing (ASX down 
about 1.3%), the AUD a touch firmer, and official data showing the 
economy recorded above trend annual growth in the year to June 
despite a patchy second quarter. 

NZ Q2 current account % of GDP
Sep 14, Last: 3.0%, Westpac f/c: -2.6%, Mkt f/c: -2.6%

 – We expect the annual current account deficit to narrow to 2.6% 
of GDP. The starting point in March should also improve, due to an 
upward revision to education exports.

 – After a couple of soft quarters, merchandise export volumes 
surged in the June quarter, more than offsetting a decline in the 
merchandise terms of trade. Meanwhile, strong services exports, 
led by tourism, continue to support the current account.

 –  We expect the current account deficit to widen again over the next 
year, but to remain significantly below its pre-GFC levels.

NZ Q2 GDP
Sep 15, Last 0.7%, Westpac f/c: 1.0%, Mkt f/c: 1.0%

 – We expect a solid 1% rise in June quarter GDP, a step-up from 
0.7% growth in March. Construction is again expected to be the 
main contributor to growth, despite the Canterbury rebuild having 
peaked. Instead, building accelerated across the country over 
the quarter. 

 – Agricultural production looks to have rebounded after concerns 
about drought hampered production in the March quarter. 
However, other parts of the primary sector look weaker, with a 
decline in mining expected to be the biggest drag on GDP growth. 

 – Consumer spending appears to have perked up, supporting retail 
spending and the broader services sector. While spending is being 
boosted by a rapidly growing population, low interest rates and 
rising house prices are also providing support.

The week ahead
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Westpac-AusChamber Composite & demandWestpac-AusChamber Composite & demand
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Manufacturing and the business cycle
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Jobs Index continues to firmJobs Index continues to firm
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Aus Q3 Australian Chamber-Westpac survey
Sep 15, Last: 55.0

 – The Australian Chamber-Westpac survey of the manufacturing 
sector provides a timely update on conditions in the sector and 
insights into economy-wide trends. The Actual Composite tracks 
household demand, highlighting the key linkages between the 
consumer, home building and manufacturing. The Q3 survey was 
conducted from early August to 2 September. 

 – In Q2, the Actual Composite moderated from a high starting point, 
down 6.9pts to a still positive 55.0, just a little below the 2015 average 
of 56.4. Strength is centred on a lift in new orders and output, as 
well as increased overtime. Manufacturing is benefitting from the 
strong upswing in new home building activity, in response to low 
interest rates, and the significant improvement in competitiveness 
of exporters and import competing firms. However, the mining 
investment downturn remains a major headwind.

Bank of England bank rate decision
Sept 15, Last: 0.25%, WBC f/c: 0.25%

 – At its August policy announcement, the Bank of England acted 
decisively to support the UK economy in the wake of the unexpected 
Brexit referendum result. As well as cutting the Bank Rate to a new 
record low of 25bps, the BOE introduced a range of measures to 
ensure that the rate reduction was passed on to borrowers and to 
support access to credit. This included purchases of government 
and corporate bonds, as well as a term funding scheme. 

 – The BOE has signalled that a further loosening in policy is likely, 
with the Bank Rate expected to be cut to a level a little above zero. 
But with recent economic indicators pointing towards a degree 
of resilience in activity, we don’t expect this to occur until the 
November policy announcement.

Aus Aug employment, '000
Sep 15 Last: 25.3k, WBC f/c: 15k, Mkt f/c: 15k, Range: –10k to 45k

 – The 25.3k rise in total employment in July was bang on Westpac’s 
estimate (25k) but stronger than the market's (10k). The 0.2% gain 
in the month left the annual pace flat at 1.9%yr, with a total head 
count gain of 218.8k for the year.

 – This solid gain in July followed a "trend" print in June (+15.5k revised 
from +7.9k) and a similar +15.3k gain in May (revised from a original 
estimate of 17.9k). However, the July detail was not as robust. There 
was a massive 71.4k jump in part-time employment; meanwhile full-
time employment fell 46.1k.

 – The Jobs Index softened in August as the AIGoup surveys moved 
markedly lower; but this is more about employment growth in early 
2017, hence August "trend" forecast of 15k. 

Aus Aug unemployment rate, %
Sep 15 Last: 5.7%, WBC f/c: 5.7% 
Mkt f/c: 5.7% Range: 5.6% to 5.8%

 – In July, the unemployment rate came in at 5.7%, an improvement 
from 5.8% in June. At two decimal places, the figures were 5.72% 
in July and 5.77% in June. In July, the participation rose ever so 
slightly, to 64.87% from 64.89%, resulting in an around "trend" rise 
in the labour force, +19.9k.

 – Participation has been on a rising trend, but it does appear the 
surge in female participation has, at least for now, come to an 
end. Male participation is, at best, holding ground. For August, our 
forecast is for a flat participation rate which will generate an 18k rise 
in the labour force. With our forecast 15k gain in total employment, 
the unemployment rate is forecast to round down to a flat 5.7%. 

The week ahead
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Consumer spending mixed
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Consumer spending mixed Core inflation pressures robust
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Core inflation pressures robust

US Aug retail sales
Sep 15, Last: 0.0%, WBC 0.0%

 – The FOMC's belief in the US consumer remains resolute. Yet, on 
the data to hand, their spending behaviour is best characterised 
as mixed. 

 – Total sales were flat in July following a 0.8% gain in June and a 
0.2% rise in May. Similarly for core sales, July's 0.1% fall came after 
a 0.8% rise in June and a 0.1% gain for May.

 – Growth over the year remains modest, with total sales rising 
2.3%yr; core sales are a little stronger, up 3.8%yr.

 – In the month of August, another flat outcome for total sales seems 
likely, with autos offsetting gains elsewhere. Gasoline sales should 
have an insignificant impact, meaning core sales should rise 
around 0.4%. Going forward, jobs; wages; and confidence should 
provide support for consumption.      

US Aug CPI
Sep 16, Last: –0.40%, WBC –0.40%

 – There remains a material divergence between headline and core 
inflation in the US, as is the case in many other parts of the world.

 – For the most part, that divergence is a matter of history, with 
recent outcomes for headline and core inflation converging near a 
1.5%–2.0% annualised pace.

 – For headline inflation, a 0.1% rise in August is set to follow July's flat 
result. That will leave annual inflation near 1.0%yr.

 – Core prices should again be a little stronger, rising 0.2% in August 
after July's 0.1% result. Annual core inflation will therefore remain 
above 2.0%yr.

 – Underlying the robust pace of core inflation is strength in 
services inflation, bolstered by rents; minimum wage related cost 
pressures; and financial services and insurance inflation.      

The week ahead
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Last Market 
median

Westpac 
forecast Risk/Comment

Mon 12
NZ Aug REINZ house sales –5.9% – – Due this week. Tighter LVR restrictions were announced in late July.

Aug REINZ house prices, %yr 16.3% – – Prices and sales are likely to cool temporarily.
US Fedspeak – – – Lockhart speaks about monetary policy and the outlook.

Fedspeak – – – Kashkari and Brainard on the economy.
Tue 13
NZ Aug food prices –0.2% – 0.9% Seasonal rise in produce prices. Annual change still near zero.
Aus Aug NAB business survey 8 – – Conditions > LR avg. Aug falls in AiG surveys point to downside risks.
Chn Aug industrial production 6.0% 6.2% – Domestic and external demand unhelpful.

Aug retail sales, %yr 10.2% 10.2% – Labour market weakness restraining willingness to spend.
Aug fixed asset investment, ytd %yr 8.1% 7.9% – Currently reliant on SOE's for growth.

Eur Sep ZEW survey of expectations 4.6 – – Investor mood still supported by ECB's actions.
Ger Aug CPI (final), %yr 0.4% 0.4% – Despite labour market strength, inflation absent.
UK Aug CPI, %yr 0.6% 0.7% – Headline inflation has been rising, lower pound will provide a boost.

Jul house price index, %yr 8.7% – – The housing market is showing signs of softening.
US Aug NFIB small business optimism 94.6 94.8 – Competition adds an additional headwind for smaller firms.
Wed 14
NZ Q2 current account, % of GDP –3.0% –2.6% –2.6% Deficit to narrow off the back of surge in goods export volumes in Q2.
Aus Sep Westpac–MI Consumer Sentiment 101 – – Modest rate cut boost in Aug. 
UK Jul ILO unemployment rate 4.9% – – Labour market resilient to Brexit thus far; expected to soften through H2.
Can Aug Teranet/National Bank HPI 2.0% – – Gains in Toronto and Vancouver underpinning strong increases.
Thu 15
NZ Aug BusinessNZ manufacturing PMI 55.8 – – Manufacturing sector conditions have eased but are still at firm levels.

Q2 GDP 0.7% 1.0% 1.0% Expected to be led by construction, but becoming more broad–based.
Aus Sep MI inflation expectations 3.5% – – Expectations have been stable but do highlight disinflationary risks.

Q3 AusChamber–Westpac survey 55.0 – – Manufacturing boosted by housing upswing & lower AUD.
Aug employment 25.3k 15k 15k Business surveys have soften highlighting some risk towards year end.
Aug unemployment rate 5.7% 5.7% 5.7% A 'trend' rise in employment will be enough to hold unemployment flat. 
Aug new vehicle sales –1.3% – –1.0% Another soft month although sales are still up about 2% on a year ago.

Eur Jul trade balance, €bn 23.4 – – Global headwinds continue to be felt.
Aug CPI (final), %yr 0.2% 0.2% – ECB will be waiting a long time for inflation to tend to target.

UK Aug retail sales 1.4% –0.1% – Has been volatile, lower GBP boosting spending by tourists.
BoE policy decision 0.25% 0.25% 0.25% Resilience in activity will leave the BoE on hold for now.

US Q2 current account balance, $bn –124.7 –119.8 – Has been very stable in recent quarters.
Aug retail sales 0.0% –0.0% 0.0% Household spending remains mixed.
Initial jobless claims 259k – – Claims have remained consistently tight this year.
Sep Philadelphia Fed business outlook 2.0 1.0 – Regional manufacturing conditions have been subdued.
Aug PPI –0.4% 0.1% – Input price inflation remains low.
Sep Empire manufacturing –4.2 –1.0 – Points to slightly below trend growth in manufacturing output.
Aug industrial production 0.7% –0.2% – Manufacturing struggling at present.
Jul business inventories 0.2% 0.1% – Surprise weak inventory detail from ISM highlights risk for Q3 growth.

Fri 16
US Aug CPI 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% Core inflation above 2.0%yr; headline still well below.

Sep University of Michigan sentiment 89.8 91.0 – Preliminary estimate; confidence remains robust.

Data calendar
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Economic Growth Forecasts March years Calendar years

% change 2015 2016 2017f 2018f 2014 2015 2016f 2017f

GDP (Production) ann avg 3.6 2.4 3.5 2.9 3.7 2.5 3.3 3.1

Employment 3.2 2.0 3.9 1.6 3.6 1.4 4.7 2.0

Unemployment Rate % s.a. 5.4 5.2 5.0 4.5 5.5 5.0 5.1 4.6

CPI 0.3 0.4 1.0 1.7 0.8 0.1 0.8 1.5

Current Account Balance % of GDP -3.4 -3.0 -2.9 -3.4 -3.1 -3.2 -2.6 -3.5

Financial Forecasts Sep-16 Dec-16 Mar-17 Jun-17 Sep-17 Dec-17

Cash 2.00 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75

90 Day bill 2.00 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90

2 Year Swap 2.00 1.90 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

5 Year Swap 2.10 2.10 2.20 2.30 2.40 2.50

10 Year Bond 2.10 2.20 2.30 2.50 2.60 2.70

NZD/USD 0.72 0.69 0.67 0.65 0.63 0.63

NZD/AUD 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91

NZD/JPY 73.4 71.1 68.3 65.7 64.3 65.0

NZD/EUR 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.62 0.59 0.58

NZD/GBP 0.55 0.54 0.53 0.51 0.49 0.48

TWI 76.9 74.8 73.3 71.7 69.9 68.9

NZ interest rates as at market open on 
Monday 12 September 2016

Interest Rates Current Two weeks ago One month ago

Cash 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%

30 Days 2.12% 2.08% 2.10%

60 Days 2.18% 2.16% 2.17%

90 Days 2.24% 2.24% 2.24%

2 Year Swap 2.04% 2.00% 1.95%

5 Year Swap 2.18% 2.09% 2.08%

NZ foreign currency mid-rates as at 
Monday 12 September 2016

Exchange Rates Current Two weeks ago One month ago

NZD/USD 0.7321 0.7225 0.7190

NZD/EUR 0.6515 0.6458 0.6437

NZD/GBP 0.5517 0.5508 0.5561

NZD/JPY 75.11 73.65 72.74

NZD/AUD 0.9704 0.9570 0.9388

TWI 78.17 77.10 76.39

New Zealand forecasts
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Economic Forecasts (Calendar Years) 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016f 2017f

Australia

Real GDP % yr 3.5 2.0 2.7 2.5 3.0 3.0

CPI inflation % annual 2.2 2.7 1.7 1.7 1.2 2.0

Unemployment % 5.3 5.8 6.2 5.8 5.7 5.6

Current Account % GDP -4.4 -3.4 -3.0 -4.8 -4.6 -4.6

United States

Real GDP %yr 2.2 1.5 2.4 2.4 1.6 2.1

Consumer Prices %yr 2.1 1.5 1.6 0.1 1.2 1.7

Unemployment Rate % 8.1 7.4 6.2 5.3 4.8 4.6

Current Account %GDP -2.9 -2.3 -2.3 -2.4 -2.3 -2.3

Japan

Real GDP %yr 1.7 1.4 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.5

Euroland

Real GDP %yr -0.9 -0.3 0.9 1.6 1.5 1.2

United Kingdom

Real GDP %yr 1.2 2.2 2.9 2.2 1.6 0.6

China

Real GDP %yr 7.7 7.7 7.3 6.9 6.4 6.2

East Asia ex China

Real GDP %yr 4.6 4.2 4.1 3.7 3.7 3.9

World

Real GDP %yr 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.1 3.2 3.4

Forecasts finalised 12 August 2016

Interest Rate Forecasts Latest Sep-16 Dec-16 Mar-17 Jun-17 Sep-17

Australia

Cash 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50

90 Day Bill 1.72 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80

10 Year Bond 1.96 1.95 2.15 2.20 2.30 2.45

International

Fed Funds 0.375 0.375 0.625 0.625 0.875 0.875

US 10 Year Bond 1.60 1.50 1.70 1.80 2.00 2.10

ECB Deposit Rate –0.40 –0.40 –0.40 –0.40 –0.40 –0.40

Exchange Rate Forecasts Latest Sep-16 Dec-16 Mar-17 Jun-17 Sep-17

AUD/USD 0.7654 0.77 0.74 0.73 0.71 0.69

USD/JPY 102.19 103 102 101 101 102

EUR/USD 1.1279 1.10 1.08 1.07 1.05 1.06

AUD/NZD 1.0348 1.07 1.07 1.09 1.09 1.10

International forecasts
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Contact the Westpac economics team

Michael Gordon, Acting Chief Economist +64 9 336 5670

Satish Ranchhod, Senior Economist +64 9 336 5668

Anne Boniface, Senior Economist +64 9 336 5669

David Norman, Industry Economist +64 9 336 5656

Sarah Drought, Economist +64 9 336 5696

Any questions email: economics@westpac.co.nz

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The forecasts given in this document are predictive in character. Whilst every effort has been taken to ensure 
that the assumptions on which the forecasts are based are reasonable, the forecasts may be affected by incorrect assumptions or by known or unknown risks and uncertainties. 
The ultimate outcomes may differ substantially from these forecasts.

Things you should know 

Westpac Institutional Bank is a division of Westpac Banking 
Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141 (‘Westpac’). 

Disclaimer

This material contains general commentary, and market colour. 
The material does not constitute investment advice. Certain types 
of transactions, including those involving futures, options and high 
yield securities give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all 
investors. We recommend that you seek your own independent legal 
or financial advice before proceeding with any investment decision. 
This information has been prepared without taking account of your 
objectives, financial situation or needs. This material may contain 
material provided by third parties. While such material is published 
with the necessary permission none of Westpac or its related entities 
accepts any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of 
any such material. Although we have made every effort to ensure 
the information is free from error, none of Westpac or its related 
entities warrants the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the 
information, or otherwise endorses it in any way. Except where 
contrary to law, Westpac and its related entities intend by this 
notice to exclude liability for the information. The information is 
subject to change without notice and none of Westpac or its related 
entities is under any obligation to update the information or correct 
any inaccuracy which may become apparent at a later date. The 
information contained in this material does not constitute an offer, a 
solicitation of an offer, or an inducement to subscribe for, purchase 
or sell any financial instrument or to enter a legally binding contract. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
Whilst every effort has been taken to ensure that the assumptions on 
which the forecasts are based are reasonable, the forecasts may be 
affected by incorrect assumptions or by known or unknown risks and 
uncertainties. The ultimate outcomes may differ substantially from 
these forecasts. 

Country disclosures

Australia: Westpac holds an Australian Financial Services Licence 
(No. 233714). This material is provided to you solely for your own use 
and in your capacity as a wholesale client of Westpac.

New Zealand: In New Zealand, Westpac Institutional Bank refers 
to the brand under which products and services are provided by 
either Westpac or Westpac New Zealand Limited (“WNZL”). Any 
product or service made available by WNZL does not represent an 
offer from Westpac or any of its subsidiaries (other than WNZL). 
Neither Westpac nor its other subsidiaries guarantee or otherwise 
support the performance of WNZL in respect of any such product. 
The current disclosure statements for the New Zealand branch of 
Westpac and WNZL can be obtained at the internet address www.
westpac.co.nz. For further information please refer to the Product 
Disclosure Statement (available from your Relationship Manager) for 
any product for which a Product Disclosure Statement is required, 
or applicable customer agreement. Download the Westpac NZ QFE 
Group Financial Advisers Act 2008 Disclosure Statement at 
www.westpac.co.nz.

China, Hong Kong, Singapore and India: This material has been 
prepared and issued for distribution in Singapore to institutional 
investors, accredited investors and expert investors (as defined in 
the applicable Singapore laws and regulations) only. Recipients in 
Singapore of this material should contact Westpac Singapore Branch 
in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, this 
material. Westpac Singapore Branch holds a wholesale banking 
licence and is subject to supervision by the Monetary Authority of 
Singapore. Westpac Hong Kong Branch holds a banking license and 
is subject to supervision by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority. 
Westpac Hong Kong branch also holds a license issued by the Hong 
Kong Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) for Type 1 and Type 
4 regulated activities. This material is intended only to “professional 
investors” as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance and 
any rules made under that Ordinance. Westpac Shanghai and Beijing 
Branches hold banking licenses and are subject to supervision by 
the China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC). Westpac Mumbai 
Branch holds a banking license from Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and 
subject to regulation and supervision by the RBI.

UK: The contents of this communication, which have been prepared 
by and are the sole responsibility of Westpac Banking Corporation 
London and Westpac Europe Limited. Westpac (a) has its principal 
place of business in the United Kingdom at Camomile Court, 23 
Camomile Street, London EC3A 7LL, and is registered at Cardiff in 

Disclaimer
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the UK (as Branch No. BR00106), and (b) authorised and regulated 
by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority in Australia. 
Westpac is authorised in the United Kingdom by the Prudential 
Regulation Authority. Westpac is subject to regulation by the 
Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential 
Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by 
the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. 
Westpac Europe Limited is a company registered in England (number 
05660023) and is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential 
Regulation Authority.

This communication is being made only to and is directed at (a) 
persons who have professional experience in matters relating to 
investments who fall within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and 
Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”) 
or (b) high net worth entities, and other persons to whom it may 
otherwise lawfully be communicated, falling within Article 49(2)(a) 
to (d) of the Order (all such persons together being referred to as 
“relevant persons”). Any person who is not a relevant person should 
not act or rely on this communication or any of its contents. The 
investments to which this communication relates are only available 
to and any invitation, offer or agreement to subscribe, purchase or 
otherwise acquire such investments will be engaged in only with, 
relevant persons. Any person who is not a relevant person should 
not act or rely upon this communication or any of its contents. In 
the same way, the information contained in this communication 
is intended for “eligible counterparties” and “professional clients” 
as defined by the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority and 
is not intended for “retail clients”. With this in mind, Westpac 
expressly prohibits you from passing on the information in this 
communication to any third party. In particular this communication 
and, in each case, any copies thereof may not be taken, transmitted 
or distributed, directly or indirectly into any restricted jurisdiction. 
This communication is made in compliance with the Market Abuse 
Regulation (Regulation(EU) 596/2014).

Investment Recommendations Disclosure

The material may contain investment recommendations, including 
information recommending an investment strategy. Reasonable 
steps have been taken to ensure that the material is presented in a 
clear, accurate and objective manner. Investment Recommendations 
for Financial Instruments covered by MAR are made in compliance 
with Article 20 MAR. Westpac does not apply MAR Investment 
Recommendation requirements to Spot Foreign Exchange which is 
out of scope for MAR.

Unless otherwise indicated, there are no planned updates to this 
Investment Recommendation at the time of publication. Westpac 
has no obligation to update, modify or amend this Investment 
Recommendation or to notify the recipients of this Investment 
Recommendation should any information, including opinion, forecast 
or estimate set out in this Investment Recommendation change or 
subsequently become inaccurate.

Westpac will from time to time dispose of and acquire 
financial instruments of companies covered in this Investment 
Recommendation as principal and act as a market maker or liquidity 
provider in such financial instruments.

Westpac does not have any proprietary positions in equity shares of 
issuers that are the subject of an investment recommendation.

Westpac may have provided investment banking services to the 
issuer in the course of the past 12 months.

Westpac does not permit any issuer to see or comment on any 
investment recommendation prior to its completion and distribution.

Individuals who produce investment recommendations are not 
permitted to undertake any transactions in any financial instruments 
or derivatives in relation to the issuers covered by the investment 
recommendations they produce.

Westpac has implemented policies and procedures, which are 
designed to ensure conflicts of interests are managed consistently 
and appropriately, and to treat clients fairly. 

The following arrangements have been adopted for the avoidance 
and prevention of conflicts in interests associated with the provision 
of investment recommendations.

(i)  Chinese Wall/Cell arrangements;

(ii)  physical separation of various Business/Support Units; 

(iii) and well defined wall/cell crossing procedures;

(iv)  a “need to know” policy; 

(v)  documented and well defined procedures for dealing with 
conflicts of interest; 

(vi)  steps by Compliance to ensure that the Chinese Wall/Cell 
arrangements remain effective and that such arrangements are 
adequately monitored. 

U.S.: Westpac operates in the United States of America as a federally 
licensed branch, regulated by the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency. Westpac is also registered with the US Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission (“CFTC”) as a Swap Dealer, but is neither 
registered as, or affiliated with, a Futures Commission Merchant 
registered with the US CFTC. Westpac Capital Markets, LLC (‘WCM’), 
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Westpac, is a broker-dealer registered 
under the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (‘the Exchange Act’) 
and member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (‘FINRA’). 
This communication is provided for distribution to U.S. institutional 
investors in reliance on the exemption from registration provided 
by Rule 15a-6 under the Exchange Act and is not subject to all of the 
independence and disclosure standards applicable to debt research 
reports prepared for retail investors in the United States. WCM is the 
U.S. distributor of this communication and accepts responsibility 
for the contents of this communication. All disclaimers set out with 
respect to Westpac apply equally to WCM. If you would like to speak 
to someone regarding any security mentioned herein, please contact 
WCM on +1 212 389 1269. All disclaimers set out with respect to 
Westpac apply equally to WCM.

Investing in any non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments 
mentioned in this communication may present certain risks. The 
securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, or be 
subject to the regulations of, the SEC in the United States. Information 
on such non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments may be 
limited. Non-U.S. companies may not subject to audit and reporting 
standards and regulatory requirements comparable to those in 
effect in the United States. The value of any investment or income 
from any securities or related derivative instruments denominated 
in a currency other than U.S. dollars is subject to exchange rate 
fluctuations that may have a positive or adverse effect on the value of 
or income from such securities or related derivative instruments.

The author of this communication is employed by Westpac and is 
not registered or qualified as a research analyst, representative, 
or associated person under the rules of FINRA, any other U.S. self-
regulatory organisation, or the laws, rules or regulations of any State. 
Unless otherwise specifically stated, the views expressed herein are 
solely those of the author and may differ from the information, views 
or analysis expressed by Westpac and/or its affiliates.

Disclaimer continued


